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Though investigating four sets of nine-year compulsory education new course 
standard history textbooks (a total of 24 volumes) that were separately published by 
the People's Education Press, East China Normal University Press, Sichuan 
Education Press and Beijing Normal University Press, we find the research of Proper 
noun is a very important part for history teaching material language and its 
vocabulary. This article holds that the meaning of Proper noun is a polymer which is 
decrypted by a group of specific "Description" and reflect history attribute of 
objective, it contains common cognitive experience from all members of society 
from objective world, so the meaning of Proper noun reflect knowledge in history 
textbooks. This study can be seen as an attempt to build a system of subject teaching 
material language and put forward some suggestions on writing of history textbook, 
which is meaning of Proper noun study-based and teaching material 
language-driven. 
After Corpus entry, word segmentation and manual proofreading we pick up 
9727 Proper nouns as research object and use the method of combining quantitative 
analysis and qualitative analysis to study these Proper noun. First, summarize 
meaning features of Proper noun by analyzing meaning composition of Proper noun. 
Second, explain four deep reasons for meaning features of Proper noun in history 
textbook. Third, study in the writing of history textbook based on meaning features 
of Proper noun. There are six chapters in this paper. 
Chapter I: The purpose and meaning of this study are introduced, as well as its 
objects, tasks, methods and the materials. 
Chapter II: Meaning composition of Proper noun in history textbook. We 
analysis meaning composition of Proper noun based on sememe stratification theory, 
which is divided by surface and deep sememe. The surface code sememe has three 
features including Categorization, deictic and Expression, while there are four types 















Chapter III: Meaning features of Proper noun in history textbook. Based on 
describing meaning composition of Proper noun, we further summarize meaning 
features of Proper noun. First, specificity and richness in Proper noun meaning both 
exist, which means one Proper noun refer one thing that is unique in the meantime 
the one thing has rich meanings. Second, the number of semantic component of 
Proper noun is infinite but category feature of history textbook make semantic 
component of Proper noun limited in history area. Third, Proper nouns in history 
textbook are not only professional knowledge but also express normal meaning. 
Proper nouns in history textbook as a kind of Proper noun have its own 
characteristics compared with common nouns and other Proper noun in meaning. 
Chapter IV: Deep reasons for meaning features of Proper noun in history 
textbook. The emergence of meaning features of Proper noun has internal reasons 
and External reasons. The internal reasons are that meaning of Proper noun are 
abstracted, referred and marked up that demonstrate by the semantic triangle theory 
and Intention theory. The external reasons are that Proper noun is not only the 
narrative language but also the object language in history textbook. 
Chapter V: Study in the writing of history textbook based on meaning features 
of Proper noun. According to meaning features of Proper noun, we discuss the 
writing of history textbook from three aspects:  knowledge setting, knowledge 
interpretation and knowledge update. We will give some advices on how to decide 
the content of text, how to deal with relation of text and assistant text and how to 
update knowledge with the times changing.  
Chapter VI: The conclusions and limitations are summarized. 
This study is Traditional linguistics-based and teaching material 
language-driven. On the one hand, the result of this research can be used directly, or 
as a significant reference for supporting the writing of history textbook. On the other 
hand, as viewed from the teaching material language, it can provide a clearer 
background of application for the study of Semantics and Cognitive Linguistics.  
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